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Travel is an integral part of a career as
a life scientist — in fact, you can’t
become a scientist without travelling.
In the early stages it’s quite natural to
have serious doubts about whether
you’re on the right career path.
Traveling lets you forget these worries
and puts things in perspective. You
will then begin to see whether you are
just worrying unecessarily or whether
you are really faced with a
fundamental and life-altering
decision. As a graduate student,
therefore, you must make at least
two big trips. You don’t necessarily
have to go abroad, but the point is to
break from your usual routine and
have time for reflection.
Travel not only refreshes the
spirit, it also has great practical value.
I travel abroad four or five times a
year, and even more often within
Japan. Just as you discover unusual
kinds of food on a journey, the
information you come across at a
meeting or as a visitor is direct, fresh
and diverse. As well as hearing new
findings before they are public, you
also tend to pick up interesting
morsels that you would never get
from simply reading a paper. In
addition, it’s good to see for yourself
what people are really like, especially
if you’ve known them only through
hearsay or their published work.
Once you’ve met researchers in your
field you’ll start reading their papers
very differently.
It is often said that to qualify as a
famous professor you must visit your
lab only occasionally. I was once
amazed to hear that a well-known
researcher gave 100 lectures within
the United States in a year, but I
realized later that this was not
exceptional. Many researchers
exhibit an almost evangelical zeal
when it comes to communicating
their results. But this should not be
regarded solely as self-promotion.
The point is that travel provides two
different opportunities: one is to
transmit information to others and
the other is to acquire new
information from the outside.
Travel not only refreshes the
spirit, it has great practical value
It’s not unusual to make big
discoveries while on a trip. I once
gave a talk at a meeting in California.
When I finished, an old acquaintance
asked to borrow one of my slides.
The slide showed a possible amino
acid sequence of a gene, the only
hint of whose function came from an
interesting phenomenon; we couldn’t
identify what the protein was from
searching a database. After a little
while he came back to say that his
post-doc had recognized part of the
sequence on my slide from a protein
they were studying for a different
reason. This unexpected discovery
led to a collaboration and a couple of
papers.
I had a very different kind of
experience with a discovery on
another trip, and this one taught me
a lesson. At another meeting in the
US, an expert in the field gave an
excellent talk during which he
mentioned an experiment that
sounded identical to one happening
in my lab, only with completely
different results. I was far more
excitable than I am now, so I raised
my hand and said that we had got
entirely different results from the
same experiment. Perhaps not
surprisingly, this upset him greatly.
The fact that our results turned out
to be correct seemed to make the
matter worse and to this day it gives
me all sorts of trouble, from
reviewing papers to citation credits.
Now I know that there is a real point
to the proverb Kuchiwa wazawai no
moto, meaning ‘Mouth brings
troubles’.
As a life scientist, you can’t
necessarily expect to be able to work
in your home country. Most graduate
students in certain countries have no
choice but to go abroad to find jobs.
In any fiercely competitive field,
people are eager to move to anywhere
where the working environment is
better, and for those from countries
with poor research funding it’s a
matter of survival to work abroad.
When I went to study in
Switzerland, I was not surprised to
see the lab full of foreigners but I
hadn’t expected to find that many of
them had virtually no hope of being
able to return to their own countries
to continue their careers. Of course,
that didn’t mean they’d lost their
national identity. If they were
French they might say with a grin,
“Well, I’m lucky I don’t have to live
in America or England.”
At an international conference in
Japan, the host said in his opening
speech, “We have ten guests from
America this year.” Later, in the bar,
we found out that eight out of these
ten ‘Americans’ were originally from
different countries and that although
they worked in America, they didn’t
feel very comfortable with being
called American. As Louis Pasteur
said: “Science has no homeland, but
scientists do.”
If you want to understand, and
share science with, those life
scientists who work outside their own
countries, there’s no better way than
to become a traveller yourself.
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one in a series called ‘Advice to Young
Scientists’ written by Mitsuhiro Yanagida
for the magazine Jikken Igaku.
